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Arthur Posnansky, the Czar of Tiwanaku Archaeology
Erik J. Marsh
Arthur Posnansky was the illustrious pioneer of Tiwanaku archaeology, remembered as a quixotic,
flamboyant, and swashbuckling character. He was a naval officer, a businessman, and a scholar. He dedicated
nearly fifty years of his life to the study of the Andean past, which resonates through the history of
Bolivian archaeology. While clearly not the field’s father, his commanding presence and outsized legacy
could make him the czar of Tiwanaku archaeology. He developed a hyperbolic narrative of Tiwanaku as
the ’cradle of American man’ and tirelessly promoted it in Europe and the Americas. Like many pioneers,
he was not trained as an archaeologist. His theories were based on little concrete information but
he defended them with enviable passion. His ideas were strongly influenced by intellectual trends he
lived though and participated in, including racist anthropology. This has led some to dismiss him as a
misguided, self-appointed champion of Tiwanaku. However, I suggest that Posnansky’s life and times are
very relevant to both understanding popular views and scholarly interpretations of the site.
Introduction
Arthur Posnansky was an illustrious pioneer of
archaeology who spent most of his life defending and
interpreting Bolivia’s past (Figures 1 and 2). His lack of
methods, abrasive personality, and outlandish ideas make
it tempting to dismiss him in the storied history of Tiwanaku archaeology. After his death, pseudo-archaeology
appropriated his unfounded theories. He can also be questioned on ethical grounds: he was an advocate for racist
anthropology and allegedly bought and sold artifacts.
However, it seems hasty to relegate this ‘quixotic’ figure
to a footnote in Tiwanaku archaeology, as in one history
(Kolata and Ponce Sanginés 2003: 29). His flaws do not
dilute his decisive and enduring impact on the development of archaeology at Tiwanaku and beyond (Browman
2007; Morris 2004: 7–10; Stefanoni 2012).
Some early pioneers can be considered scholarly fathers
of their fields, but in Bolivia, no one fills this role. Posnansky
was a passionate and inspirational scholar with an outsized legacy, but could not be called the field’s ‘father.’
He was not an archaeologist, though he did excavate a
few test pits and at times would imply he had a role in
others’ fieldwork, notably in the destructive 1903 French
expedition (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 29, 293). The only
other candidate would be Carlos Ponce Sanginés, who
is more correctly called the field’s g odfather (Browman
2005). Instead of systematically researching the past, both
scholars focused on crafting a message based on archaeology. Posnansky could be called the czar of Tiwanaku – a
dogmatic twentieth-century strongman who effectively
controlled ‘Tiwanancology,’ his own term for the field, for
half a century.
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Figure 1: Posnansky in his La Paz studio in 1939 at age
66 (modified from the image in the Spanish Wikipedia
biography,
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_
Posnansky#/media/File:Arthurposn.jpg).

Figure 2: Posnansky’s signature from a hand-written
book dedication in 1915 (modified from Ponce Sanginés
1994: 33).
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Posnansky remains controversial. ‘To many, [he] was a
genius; generous, passionate, warm, and upright; to others he was unrefined and snooty, whose research was
more opinion than verifiable fact … the Nazi archaeologist’
(Gracia 2014).1 These extreme visions have contributed to
confusion about his life. He is usually included in lists of
prominent people and encyclopedias (e.g. Parker 1922)
and mentioned by archaeologists (e.g. Albarracín-Jordan
2007: 18–22; Janusek 2004: 62–63; Kolata 1993: 13–17;
Stanish 2002: 171–173) but information is not consistent.
The problem has been exacerbated by pseudo-archaeology
websites based on Posnansky’s ideas. Many of these sites
are of dubious veracity, proliferate with surprisingly low
fidelity, and quickly devolve into factual farragoes. Sources
disagree on even basic points, for example his nationality,
variously mentioned to be Polish, Austrian, Bolivian, or
German. This is understandable: his surname and family
were Polish. He was born in Vienna when it belonged to
the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He lived in Bolivia for most
of his life, where he was nationalized as Arturo Posnansky.
He grew up speaking German and married a German,
Alicia Lippmann. He studied and lived in Germany, where
his family owned chemical factories. Throughout his life
he favored German and Austrian ideas, equipment, and
researchers (Schávelzon 1996: 343–344).
Posnansky has had two biographers with very different
perspectives and sources. The first, Carlos Ponce Sanginés,
was a prominent Bolivian politician who spent decades
directing massive excavations at Tiwanaku (Browman
2005: 16). Like Posnansky, he spent his life passionately
defending Tiwanaku and founded a government institution to this end (Ponce Sanginés 1978). He was highly
critical of Posnansky, but in many ways, his life’s work was
a direct response to Posnansky, professionally and perhaps
personally (Stanish 2002: 171–175). The second biographer, Daniel Schávelzon, is an Argentine historian and
archaeologist who offers a more objective view. His biography is less detailed but does include the most accurate
bibliography of Posnansky’s myriad publications. While
it seems they were both researching their biographies
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in the early 1990s, there is no indication that they were
aware of each other’s research. Their accounts are complementary because Ponce Sanginés (1994) worked with
primary sources and newspaper articles available in La Paz
while Schávelzon (1993, 1996) worked from documents
in Berlin. This paper aims to integrate information from
both toward a more balanced view that takes advantage
of the increasing online availability of older publications
(the bibliography includes links to many of them).
This biographical sketch is organized around major
themes in Posnansky’s life, presented in rough chronological order (Table 1). The first part of this article discusses
Posnansky’s family background, exploits as a young man,
and his business dealings. I include some historical background where relevant in order to facilitate comparisons
to his contemporaries. I then turn to his archaeological
imagination and his ‘eternal theory,’ which has had a sustained impact on modern myths of Tiwanaku. He was a
jack-of-all-trades who engaged in very diverse endeavors.
I argue that Posnansky has a sustained relevance in both
popular and academic visions of Tiwanaku. I hope this article clarifies some aspects of Posnansky’s life and brings it
to a broader audience, in part by writing in English – most
sources are in Spanish – and in an open-access journal.
It may be useful in comparisons to other archaeological
pioneers discussed in this journal, such as Schliemann and
others (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 108–114), with whom there
are many parallels.
A Jewish Family Background?
There is circumstantial evidence that Posnansky was from
a Jewish family that emigrated from the Russian Pale to
Vienna in the 1860s. His family was Polish (Parker 1922:
229; Schávelzon 1996: 336) and the surname has been
common in Jewish communities for centuries. The surname implies an origin in the Poznán region, currently
in central Poland. In the nineteenth century, the region
included Polish, German, and Russian residents, who
would have spelled the surname Posnanski, Posen, and
Posnansky, respectively. The Russian spelling implies an

Table 1: Highlights of Posnansky’s life.
1873

Born in Vienna

1895

Graduates from the Imperial Naval Academy in Pula (currently in Croatia)

1897–1903

Trades rubber in the Amazon

1903

Visits Tiwanaku for the first time and moves to La Paz

1906

Brings Bolivia’s first car to La Paz

1911

Completes his ‘eternal theory’ of Tiwanaku

1912–1914

Does post-graduate work on racial anthropology in Berlin

1914

Returns to La Paz with a new wife and infant son, buys property, and builds first house

1922

Sells second house to Bolivian government, which is turned into the National Museum of the Archaeology of Bolivia

1928–1930

Hosts German astronomers and architects for research at Tiwanaku

1930

Founds the Archaeological Society of Bolivia

1944–45

Temporarily relocates to New York and publishes his magnum opus, Tihuanacu: The Cradle of American Man2

1946

Dies of a stroke in La Paz at 73 years old
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origin in eastern Poznán, part of the Russian Pale, where
archaeologist Merrick Posnansky’s family was from (2009:
14, 249). Despite sharing a surname, Merrick’s genealogical research did not uncover any relation to Arthur, though
he has often been asked (personal communication, 2008).
Many Jews left the Russian Pale following the 1861
Emancipation of the Serfs, especially well-to-do families who
could more easily move to a new country; Arthur’s family
was by no account poor (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 11). In 1867,
Austria-Hungary’s new constitution granted Jews full citizenship, something very unusual amidst the period’s strong
anti-Semitic currents (Cahnman 1989: 7). This helped drive
a mass migration to Vienna and the city’s Jewish population
mushroomed from 6000 to more than 146,000 between
1857 and 1900 (Rabinbach 1975: 43). These migrants may
have included Arthur’s parents, Charles Posnansky and
Rosalia Alexander. Arthur was born in Vienna in 1873, on
12 or 13 April – sources disagree (Costa de la Torre 1974a:
16; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 11; Schávelzon 1996: 338).
Posnansky’s writing includes hints that he was influenced by a Jewish background. Following thinking in
Germany and other countries, his opinions grew increasingly racist during the thirties, before reaching a climax
in his book What Is Race?, published during World War
II. He smoothly divided modern groups into superior and
inferior races with a clear preference for Axis nations: the
Germans and Japanese were superior while the Russians
and Chinese were inferior. Unexpectedly, he criticized
the Nazi’s political appropriation of anthropology and
argued that neither the Aryans nor Jews were in fact races.
He strongly defended the Jewish community, including Jewish migrants to Bolivia, as spiritually evolved and
hardworking (Posnansky 1943: 7–9; see Quisbert 2004:
205–206). Two years later, he published his opus in New
York (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 90). Even though most of the
content was a re-publication of earlier work, there was a
conspicuous absence of any racism or material from his
more racist publications (Richard 2005: 199). Posnansky’s
contradictions and change in tone might be explained as
a reflection of world events (Quisbert 2004: 182–183), but
perhaps a Jewish background also had an influence. His
temporary move to the US reinforces this possibility.
As Nazi glory was fading, Posnansky left Bolivia in 1944
for New York, where he stayed until the end of World War II
(Ponce Sanginés 1994: 90; Schávelzon 1996: 349). This move
may have been motivated by souring attitudes toward Jews
in La Paz. The trend was clear as early as 1940, when a presidential declaration suspended entry of ‘Semitic elements’
into Bolivia (Estrada 1942: 42–43 cited in Quisbert 2004:
206). The tense situation built to a December 1943 coup
led by Villarroel, then seen as pro-Axis and anti-Semitic,
who was supported by officers with strong fascist leanings
(Blasier 1972: 41–45). Villarroel’s government fell dramatically when revolutionaries killed him and hung his body
from a lamppost in 1946, echoing Mussolini’s fate. Despite
Posnansky’s high standing in the elite circles of La Paz, he
may have considered the situation too unstable to remain
in Bolivia or return to Germany. His Jewish surname might
explain his choice to relocate to the United States, where
he had never lived, instead of Germany, where he had lifelong personal and academic ties. While far from conclusive,
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there are clear hints he had a Jewish background, though
he did not seem to acknowledge this in print.
A Father’s Influence
The life of Arthur’s father, Charles, foreshadowed his son’s
life: both made sea voyages to the New World, sailed with
the Austro-Hungarian navy, and owned factories. In the
1860s, Charles traveled to Mexico with Archduke Ferdinand
Maximilian, the commander in chief of the Austro-Hungarian navy. The Archduke invaded Mexico in 1862 and became
the Emperor of Mexico until his execution in 1867. Charles
returned from Mexico and started a chemical laboratory in
Vienna, part of a business that grew to include locations
in Berlin and Cologne (Schávelzon 1996: 343). These seem
to have stayed in the family, as Arthur mentioned decades
later that he had to borrow money from his brother, who
owned a chemical factory in Berlin (Ponce Sanginés 1994:
60). Some sectors of Vienna’s chemical industry increased
output fortyfold between 1841 and 1873, with most of the
growth after 1860 (Bowman 1999: 30), coincident with the
large Jewish migration to the city. The chemical industry
initially interested Arthur, but his father’s death led to a
change of plans (Parker 1922: 229). Following his father’s
footsteps, he began naval engineering studies at the Imperial Naval Academy in Pula (currently in Croatia), which had
been Austria-Hungary’s principal military port since the
1850s. In 1895, Arthur graduated and became a lieutenant.
He then acquired the 18-meter, Hamburg-built Anni (Ponce
Sanginés 1994: 11), a ship he used to amass a fortune
importing rubber from the southern Amazon. He embarked
on extensive sea journeys between South America, Europe,
and the United States. His father seems to have left an
indelible business and naval imprint on Arthur’s education
and later pursuits (Maldonado Leoni 2009).
Adventures in the Amazon
As a young man exporting rubber from the Amazon,
Posnansky solidified his credentials as an adventurer, soldier, and trader during the rubber boom in the Amazon
(Figure 3). His formidable vessel was larger than most

Figure 3: Posnansky as a young man in his naval dress
uniform, from his book on his adventures in the Amazon
(Posnansky 1904: Frontispiece).
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in the area with 25 tons of cargo space (Ponce Sanginés
1994: 11; Schávelzon 1996: 338). In 1897, he began
bringing rubber to the Brazilian port of Manaus from the
Acre river region, which belonged to Bolivia (Fifer 1970).
This lucrative trade became precarious when armed
conflict broke out between Bolivia and Brazil in 1899.
He renamed his boat Iris, offered it to the Bolivian cause,
and it became the country’s first naval vessel (Figure 4).
He was captured, nearly killed, fought local indigenous
tribes, and ‘possibly lived out his youthful dream of
adventures’ (Schávelzon 1996: 339). He then repaired his
boat in Germany and returned to Bolivia.
He self-published The Acre Campaign in La Paz in 1904,
which described his Amazonian adventures. It was written for the express purpose of winning the public to his
side in a lawsuit against the Bolivian government. He was
suing for compensation for his boat, which Bolivia had
sold to Peru, and eventually won £11,000, a substantial
sum at the time. In contrast to the heroic explorer that
the book describes – perhaps Posnansky’s flattering vision
of himself – Ponce Sanginés (1994: 12–20) cites eye-witness accounts that suggest Posnansky’s actions were selfserving. However, other accounts are more sympathetic
(Báyron G. 1974; Maldonado Leoni 2009). Posnansky
also published a river chart and an ethnography of the
region (Schávelzon 1996: 338), making his first foray as
an explorer and ethnographer, dovetailing with his roles
as a soldier, captain, and businessman.
Posnansky the Businessman
Like his father, Arthur was a shrewd businessman. As soon
as he moved to La Paz in 1903, he eased into high society’s
political, commercial, and cultural cliques (Parker 1922:
232; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 28–29). His reason for traveling to La Paz in the first place was to seek compensation
for his boat. This provided more than enough capital to
begin a new life in the heights of the Andes, not to mention his wealth from rubber trading (Ponce Sanginés 1994:
19–20; Posnansky 1904). Shortly after arriving in La Paz,
he proposed a German–Bolivian railway corporation to
the Bolivian president. He asked for a loan and exclusive
rights to the use and construction of railways in Bolivia,
but the proposal was rejected (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 29).

Figure 4: Schematic of the Iris (Posnansky 1904).
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Posnansky’s most dubious entrepreneurial venture was
the production of stamps with the design of Tiwanaku’s
most famous sculpture, the Gateway of the Sun (Figure 5).
The government accepted the proposal in the name of
Carlos Arturo Posnansky (perhaps meant to be Arthur’s
father or brother) to print the very large quantity of 15
million stamps (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 57–60). The contractor would earn a 3 percent commission, a considerable
sum. Arthur was behind this, and undertook the characteristically elaborate and painstaking process of precisely
reproducing the Gateway of the Sun on a stamp. A full-size
plaster model of the monument was made and shipped to
Berlin. Cutting-edge photogrammetry was used to record
the precise designs on the gateway and reduced them to
the size of a stamp. The designs were so intricate that they
were nearly impossible to print. Scandal broke out a year

Figure 5: One of the Bolivian stamps Posnansky had
produced, based on a life-size replica of the Gateway
of the Sun and photogrammetry (http://www.ebay.ie/
itm/BOLIVIA-GATE-OF-THE-SUN-MINT-SET-OF-18-STAM
PS-CV-144-00-/142412771917).
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later when only a few thousand stamps arrived and even
fewer were put into circulation. Furthermore, it seems
that Posnansky had been presenting himself as a Bolivian
diplomat abroad and unfairly claimed the full commission
of the proposed number of stamps. Posnansky responded
to legitimate concerns about this episode with stories
laced with the fantastic and bizarre, at least in the judgment of Ponce Sanginés (1994: 60).
The Three Houses of Posnansky the Unsinkable
In 1914, Posnansky returned from a two-year stay in
Germany to settle down in La Paz with his new wife and
infant son. He built a house in the Miraflores district of
La Paz. He bought the whole district with the intention of
building a Tiwanaku city centered around the ‘American
Man’ plaza (Gracia 2014). He also acquired a nearby factory that produced pottery, bricks, and roof tiles, which
provided a comfortable family income (Ponce Sanginés
1994: 92, 94). The factory produced the best products in
the city and was Posnansky’s most enduring and stable
enterprise. The house was buried in a sudden mudslide
and with ‘admirable tenacity’ (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 93),
he built a second house in the same style, called Posnansky’s palace, this time in downtown La Paz.
Posnansky’s palace was built in a neo-Tiwanaku architectural style (Figure 6; Browman 2007: 30–31; Castillo
1918; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 44–45). This style was a
notable part of an indigenist movement in the 1930s
and 1940s that elevated Tiwanaku’s past in art, poetry,
and music. Posnansky was an active participant and contributor to this trend (Browman 2007; Rossells 2004;
Quisbert 2004; Sammells 2012; Stefanoni 2012). In
1922, Posnansky sold this building to the Bolivian government for what Ponce Sanginés (1994: 43–49) calls a
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disproportionate profit. Posnansky may have originally
built it as a private museum for his personal collection
of artifacts (Browman 2007: 43). When he sold it to
the government, it became the National Archaeology
Museum and he became its director. He probably had a
government salary and acquired government funds for
an extended research trip to Europe. Records of his tenure are characteristically missing (Ponce Sanginés 1994:
49). Preferential dealings with the government seems to
have been bolstered by Posnansky’s friendships within
Saavedra’s political party, which came to power in 1921,
the year before the government bought his house. Many
of the government’s decisions were carried out as presidential decrees, including the purchase of the museum
and later adjustments to the means and amounts of payment. This building remains Bolivia’s largest and most
important museum.
His third house was built near the stadium in the
Miraflores district (Figure 7), where he lived from 1920
until his death in 1946. The three-story brick house is full
of iconography and astronomical alignments inspired
by Tiwanaku. He imported a tree from Germany, apparently to cull the favor of Tiwanaku’s gods, according to
his great-grandchildren (Gracia 2014). This was meant to
end the curse that had apparently caused the mud slide
that buried his first house, drowned his three-year-old son
Carlos in the fountain of his second house, and killed his
son Raúl in a 1943 avalanche. He was survived by his wife
and only one of four children, Manuel (Figure 8; Costa de
la Torre 1974a: 22; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 92–94). The gods
may have finally listened. Posnansky’s granddaughter,
great-granddaughters, and great-great grandchildren still
live at this house, which is nearly a century old (Figure 9;
Gracia 2014).

Figure 6: Posnansky’s second house, a ‘palace’ built in neo-Tiwanaku style. Since 1922 it has been the National Museum
of the Archaeology of Bolivia.
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Figure 7: Posnansky’s third house in the Miraflores district of La Paz where his descendants still live (modified from
Gracia 2014).

Figure 8: Posnansky with his son Manuel (photo from
Posnansky’s great-granddaughter Vanessa, http://
es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Posnansky#/media/
File:Arthur_Posnansky_3.jpg).
A Nineteenth-Century Imagination
Like many archaeologists, it seems that Posnansky’s passion blossomed from a vivid imagination. It was fired by
experiences in his youth, such as a long sea voyage to the
South Pacific that was part of his naval training (Parker
1922: 229). He was intrigued by the native cultures and
ethnography of the region. His thesis, written when he 22
years old, proposed connections between the monuments
of Easter Island and Tiwanaku, previewing his later theories (Schávelzon 1996: 338). Decades later, the adventurer
Thor Heyerdahl (1958) and Von Däniken (1969) furthered
this idea and brought it to a larger audience (Andersson

2010: 85). While far-fetched by today’s standards, there
had been no systematic research at the time and such diffusionist explanations based on stylistic similarities were
common (Stanish 2002: 172).
The nineteenth century has many examples of colonial excursions to the Americas that combined scientific
and military ventures. The imagination of Posnansky
as a teenager may have been influenced by his father’s
trip to Mexico. While he was there, Napoleon III formed
a Scientific Commission in 1864, a conscious attempt
to emulate Napoleon I’s lauded 1798 cultural and military invasion of Egypt (Edison 2003: 459; Williams 1993:
124–127). Both invasions sought museum collections
from past civilizations (Ponce Sanginés 1969). French
colonialism blended cultural, scientific, and military
adventuring with the goal of expanding French hegemony. This model guided a modest but destructive French
expedition in Tiwanaku in 1903 (Crequí-Montfort 1906;
see Kolata and Ponce Sanginés 2003: 14; Havenon 2004:
336–342; Marsh 2005). The French crew was digging the
day Posnansky first visited Tiwanaku, 16 November 1903
(Figures 10 and 11; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 27).
Even though the celebrated explorer Humboldt (1810)
did not visit Tiwanaku, his mention of the site as the
cradle of an ancient civilization inspired visions of past
Andean glory. Following Humboldt’s landmark publication, there were a series of traveler’s reports of Tiwanaku
and initial efforts at systematic research (e.g. Angrand
1866; d’Orbigny 1854; Inwards 1884; Squier 1877; Mitre
1879; Stübel and Uhle 1892). These publications were in
circulation during Posnansky’s youth and must have been
his source of information on Tiwanaku, which he had not
visited when his wrote his thesis (Schávelzon 1996: 336).
This period saw a surge of European expeditions to South
America, spurred on by European audiences anxious for
enticing tales of lost civilizations in exotic lands. Tiwanaku
was one of America’s archaeology hotspots (Havenon
2004: 327–329; Kolata and Ponce Sanginés 2003: 19–23).
This colonial era produced and was produced by spotlight-loving figures like Posnansky. They were explorers
and gentlemen, scientists and voyagers, self-assured and
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Figure 9: Posnansky’s great-grandchildren in front of the house’s Neo-Tiwanaku style fireplace (modified from
Gracia 2014).
‘through the retrieval and reconstruction’ of their more
glorious pasts (Edison 2003: 159) and that they needed
European help to do so.
An ‘Eternal Theory’ of Tiwanaku
Within a few years of first visiting Tiwanaku, Posnansky
developed his ‘eternal theory’ of the site’s past (Schávelzon
1996: 339). By 1911, the fundamental features of this narrative were established, which he would present in countless venues over the next four decades (Browman 2007:
37). The dogmatic narrative was not open to criticism nor
reformulation based on new data. Rather, it was heavily
informed by an attempt to reconcile an imagined past of
a glorious race with a low opinion of modern Aymara peoples. While Ponce Sanginés (1996: 23) denounced this as
‘nativist racism,’ Posnansky was optimistic that indigenous
people would reclaim their lost glory (Stefanoni 2012:
66–68; Quisbert 2004: 202). In his final work, Posnansky
(1945, II: 2) summarized his narrative of Tiwanaku:

Figure 10: Posnansky in 1903 (30 years old), the year he
visited Tiwanaku for the first time, leaning against a
monolith known as El Fraile. He seems quite content
and is dressed for the part (as he must have imagined
archaeologists dress), complete with pith helmet,
gaiters, handlebar moustache, and a roll of documents
(Posnansky 1945, II: Fig. 108).
well-to-do. They had the resources and drive to seek out
knowledge of distant, exotic cultures, past and present.
Many thought they could civilize indigenous cultures

After an evolutionary epoch of the highest grade…
the magnificent creators fell into an involution,
attributable principally to climatic changes, racial
struggles and the abuse of narcotics and fermented
drinks, until they reached the unhappy state in
which the conquistadors found them in the sixteenth century.
Posnansky proposed a five-stage sequence that began over
12,000 years ago (the date varies and is as old as 17,000
years ago in some publications) when the altiplano was
much closer to sea level and there was an ideal semitropical climate. With the level of Lake Titicaca some fifty
meters higher it would have extended to Tiwanaku, which
is currently about fifteen kilometers from the lakeshore.
Tiwanaku was a port, the ideal setting for a magnificent city,
a vision that seems to reflect Posnansky’s own experiences
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Figure 11: Posnansky in front of the modern church in the town of Tiwanaku (modified from Gracia 2014).
in cosmopolitan seaports. The Colla race, who originally
occupied Tiwanaku, were later invaded by a more intelligent race, the Aruwak, who were responsible for the blossoming of high civilization (see Janusek 2004: 63).
These scenarios were informed his own detailed work in
Andean racial anthropology and ethnography (Posnansky
1934, 1937a), which Quisbert (2004: 204) suggests reflect
little more than aspirations to revive a mysterious and lost
glorious past in a modern, nationalistic context. From this
primordial nexus of high culture, Posnansky (1945, I: 5)
argued that populations and ideas diffused throughout
the Americas. He followed the Argentine paleontologist
Carlos Ameghino (1880) who suggested that humans had
evolved independently in South America (see Kolata 1993:
15–16). He integrated this into his Tiwanaku narrative
(see Browman 2007: 35; Schávelon 1996: 350) well after
it had been discredited by the Czech anthropologist Aleš
Hrdlička (1912).
In the days before radiocarbon dating, astronomical measurements were among the few potential dating
methods. Posnansky solicited the German government
for help with this, which set up an observatory in La Paz
in 1926–1928 (Browman 2007: 37; Duerbeck 2006: 398;
Ponce Sanginés 1994: 138–140). Posnansky collaborated
with Arnold Kohlschutter, Rolf Müller (1931), Friederich
Becker, and Hans Bellamy (1936), who developed an
interpretation of the Gateway of the Sun as a calendar
(Bellamy and Allan 1956: 22). The decipherment of this
monument’s iconography was a research focus for decades (Posnansky 1914, 1945, II; see Sammells 2012: 301).
Posnansky used this calendar to organize political events
at Tiwanaku on equinoxes and solstices, a trend that continues today (Browman 2007: 32; Kojan 2008: 69; Kojan

and Dante 2005). The ideas were a timely part of the
World Calendar Movement and its 1931 proposal to globally replace the Gregorian calendar. Not unsurprisingly,
Posnansky suggested using Tiwanaku’s putative calendar
(Sammells 2012: 309–314).
Posnansky’s narrative of Tiwanaku’s history included two
races, one inferior and one superior. The definition of the
races was based on the craniometry of modern people and
archaeological crania, an approach he learned in Berlin
during post-graduate studies in physical anthropology.
He studied with Felix von Luschan and Rudolf Virchow in
1912–1914, for which the Bavarian king apparently conferred him the honorary title of Professor (Parker 1922:
233; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 96). Posnansky followed the
period’s dominant ideas on eugenics and physical anthropology, which sought to define human races, past and
present. He presented his racial anthropology of Bolivia in
his 1937 book, Anthropology and Sociology of Inter-Andean
and Neighboring Races. This was a clear expression of scientifically-grounded racism that built to a climax in World
War II (Quisbert 2004; see Siapkas 2016). His 1943 book
What Is Race? presents nakedly fascist sympathies and
supports radical political applications of racial anthropology. This brought sound critiques by prominent anthropologists, notably Juan Comas (1945), and for some, left
a moral stain on his other contributions (Ponce Sanginés
1994: 120–129, 140–142; Schávelzon 1996: 350–351).
He finished editing his magnum opus in 1944 and
moved to New York to have it translated to English and
printed, which he paid for himself (Ponce Sanginés 1994:
90). He stayed there until the end of World War II, when
he returned to Bolivia and died of a sudden stroke on 27
July 1946 (Gracia 2014; Ponce Sanginés 1994: 105–107;
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Schávelzon 1996: 349). The opus was primarily a reprinting of previous work, yet his racist and political sentiments were conspicuously missing following the defeat
of Nazi Germany (Richards 2005: 199). It should come
as no surprise that Posnansky’s opinions swayed with
the times, as the construction and dissemination of his
narrative was highly political and lacked scientific rigor
(Bennett 1948; Uhle 1912). Despite his narrative’s many
flaws, it is a milestone in the centuries-old endeavor of
myth making at Tiwanaku.
Myth Making
Tiwanaku has an undeniable capacity to spark wonder and
curiosity, and has done so for centuries. Even some Inca
creation myths identify the site as the origin of the world
(Julien 2000). European imaginations continued and
expanded this tradition (Kolata 1993: 1–16). Posnansky’s
version of the myth synthesized popular ideas among
travelers and Americanists (e.g. Adams 1915; Ameghino
1880; Angrand 1867; Diaz Romero 1906; Inwards 1884;
Mitre 1879; Robinson Wright 1907; Squier 1877; Villamil
de Rada 1888). Posnansky disseminated this re-packaged
set of ideas in an elegant fashion and was apt at finding
science-based foundations for them, though he rarely
cited others’ work, preferring the ideas to look original
(Uhle 1912). He liberally borrowed concepts and phrases,
including the subtitle of his opus, Tihuanacu: The Cradle
of American Man (Gildner 2013; Schávelzon 1991, 1996:
340; Stanish 2002: 172). He added a good measure of
credibility by associating with respected politicians and
researchers as well as presenting in the hallowed halls of
academic institutions in multiple languages.
All of this led most people outside academia to follow
Posnansky’s narrative even though it was criticized by his
peers throughout his life. The renowned archaeologist
Max Uhle (1912) harshly criticized one of Posnansky’s
first books, which led to a dispute that devolved into
personal attacks (Schávelzon 1996: 343–344; Ponce
Sanginés 1994: 110–114).3 Such feuds hindered research,
as they led Uhle, like Bandelier, to leave Bolivia and
focus on fieldwork in Peru (Stanish and Bauer 2004).
Uhle was right on many points and the exchange discredited Posnansky in academic circles from the outset.
Bennett (1948: 337) stated plainly that ‘neither the evidence nor the conclusions are presented in a manner to
acceptable to scientific archaeology.’
Posnansky’s chronology was discarded shortly after
his death with the site’s first radiocarbon dates (Ponce
Sanginés 1994: 140). Based on these dates, Ponce
Sanginés proposed a much shorter chronology in an
attempt to distance his purportedly scientific approach
from Posnansky’s, but in fact there are significant parallels. Both chronologies use five-stage sequences of cultural development and are millennia older than current
research suggests (Marsh 2012: 204–205). Like Posnansky,
Ponce Sanginés did not change his narrative for decades,
and was principally motivated by the political use of
information about Tiwanaku to support Bolivian nationalism (Albarracín-Jordan 2007: 31–47; Janusek 2004:
64–66; Kojan 2008: 73; Oyuela-Caycedo 1994: 13–15).
Neither were trained as archaeologists. Both were working
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on four-volume opuses on archaeology when they died
(Browman 2005: 21). Both avoided criticism by keeping
rivals out of Bolivia and eschewing international or peerreviewed venues. Both had deep political connections and
excavation permits were largely contingent on their blessing. Posnansky paid for the printing of his books instead
of submitting them to a publisher for review; Ponce preferred government-funded institutions he controlled
(Browman 2005: 20).
Posnansky’s version of the Tiwanaku myth was effectively marketed outside academia, which is a central
reason it endures. He seems to have been more than
happy to provide tours of the site, often to prominent
foreign visitors who later disseminated his ideas (e.g. Kiss
1937). Robinson Wright (1907: Chapter 15) published
an early tourist’s perspective on Tiwanaku illustrated
with Posnansky’s photographs. Much of the description
is based on Posnansky’s ideas, including comparisons
between the monoliths of Tiwanaku and Easter Island.
This publication brought Tiwanaku to a much larger
audience in the United States, just a few years after he
arrived in La Paz. In 1910–1912, he published attractive
illustrated guides to Tiwanaku and the Islands of the Sun
and Moon (Posnansky 1912; see Ponce Sanginés 1994: 33,
180–181; Schávelzon 1996: 354–355). His narrative has
continued to find fertile ground with pseudoscientific
myth-makers such as Von Däniken (1969) and Hancock
(1995), who rely heavily on Posnansky’s ideas and scholarly authority (see Derricourt 2012; Fagan 2006). Today,
aspects of Posnansky’s fascinating and fantastic myth can
still be heard on tours of Tiwanaku (Sammells 2012: 302).
The modern myth of Tiwanaku

The modern myth of Tiwanaku has countless variants that
share a central themes with Posnansky’s well-proselytized
version (see Stanish 2002: 171–173 for a succinct summary). A site so fantastic seems to require fantastic explanations. The door to the rabbit hole is the conviction that
the ancient setting must have been completely different
from the modern one and that the modern Aymara inhabitants could not possibly have built great monuments.
This inductive approach argues for a superlative antiquity of many thousands of years. This was supported by
detailed astronomical observations from the Kalasasaya
Temple (Müller 1931) and calendric interpretations of
the carvings on the Gateway of the Sun (Bellamy 1936;
Bellamy and Allen 1956). The site has also been dated by
associations to events described in the Bible, Egyptian prehistory, and even Plato’s description of Atlantis (e.g. Allen
1998). All of this supports the intuitive idea that it must be
very old, an essential assertion in the myth of Tiwanaku.
In terms of the people involved, this ancient civilization
must have been had advanced architecture and engineering, apparent from the large, elaborately-carved stone
blocks on the surface. A society capable of building monuments would have to be organized into leaders and workers – two different human races or even species (Quisbert
2004: 197–198). This derives from the social construct
that was part of the reigning world view, shared by La
Paz’s high society and visitors who could afford the trip
from Europe and the United States (Gildner 2013: 105;
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Kolata 1993: 16). To put it mildly, they had a low estimation of the local Aymara people and could not fathom that
there was a connection between them and the leaders of
a once-glorious Tiwanaku. Hence, another superior race
must have evolved in South America or immigrated there
many thousands of years ago, proposed to be Aryans from
Northern Europe, Atlantis, or beings from another planet
(see Stanish 2002: 172).
Finally, the climate must have been very different
many thousands of years ago because a great civilization could not have flourished on the barren altiplano,
where there is little possibility for large-scale agriculture.
It follows that Tiwanaku was close to sea level at some
point, which means it was built during a different geological epoch. Ancient shorelines proved that many eons
ago the Andes were much lower or sea levels were much
higher (Posnansky 1914). World Ice Theory, popular until
the 1930s, proposed a period of high waters that submerged most of the planet, sparing the highest mountains (Bowen 1993; Goodrick-Clarke 2002: 131–134; Hale
2003: 118–120; Pringle 2006: 179). This would make
Tiwanaku a magnificent port, following Inwards’ (1884)
well-illustrated imagination (Figure 12), an idea repeated
for over a century by Posnansky (1914: 19), Kiss (1937: 21),
and Hancock (1995: 71; see Richards 2005: 203). From the
perspective of a well-to-do traveler in the colonial era of
sea-based empires, a port city would be ideal for trade and
conquest. The great civilization ended as waters receded,
and the advanced builders of Tiwanaku spread their people, culture, and technology throughout the Americas.
Variants of this myth have propagated for centuries.
Posnansky made a singular contribution to legitimizing it,
which still resonates with the general public. Tiwanaku is
featured in websites, books, and television shows, which
are usually much better known than archaeological
research. Even more objective treatments of Tiwanaku are
sometimes organized around testing fantastic possibilities
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(thankfully shown to be false in many cases), drawing audiences in with the undying mystique of ancient, advanced,
and lost civilizations (Derricourt 2012; Fagan 2006).
Perennial Debates and Publications
Like other pioneers, Posnansky had the advantage of
being one of the first to make detailed proposals about
Tiwanaku, so there was little prior research to contradict
him. Over the years, he remained academically isolated,
rarely cited others, did not engage with scientific method
or theory, nor did he train students (Bennett 1948: 337).
Hence he cannot be considered the ‘father’ of Tiwanaku
archaeology. Measured critiques of his interpretations
were taken as personal attacks and vehemently refuted.
Posnansky’s dogmatism led to a series of acrid polemics
with politicians and researchers alike. These debates continually raised the profile of Tiwanaku and Posnansky on
the national and world stage, independent of the quality
of information. This type of public conflict would repeat
itself over the years with figures such as Camas, Ibarra
Grasso, Imbelloni, Sundt, and Uhle (Ponce Sanginés 1994:
108–129; Schávelzon 1996: 341–344).
Posnansky’s basic narrative changed little over the decades. His first major archaeology book, published in 1914
in Berlin, was re-published in 1945 in New York, with
minimal changes, as volume I of his opus (Bennett 1948:
336). The books have the same double-column bilingual
format (German–Spanish in 1914 and English–Spanish
in 1945).4 He often included a list of his publications at
the end of his articles; the latest and perhaps most complete bibliography is in volume III of his opus (Posnansky
1957). However, his own citations include numerous
errors (Schávelzon 1996: 353). He cited manuscripts that
were never published and confused publications with
similar titles in different languages. Generally, he wrote
in Spanish and German; English publications were translated. By one account he learned seven languages and five

Figure 12: An early, speculative reconstruction of Tiwanaku as a port city (Inwards 1884: Plate 6).
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dialects, though this seems like an exaggeration (Gracia
2014). Schávelzon’s (1996) well-researched compilation is
the most useful bibliography, which includes 133 publications and indicates when the same text was published
in different venues. A prior compilation lists 161 publications (Costa de la Torre 1974b), but has a number of
errors. Ponce Sanginés (1994) cited 91. Posnansky also
wrote numerous newspaper articles, letters, and other
short communications. He went well beyond archaeology
and was not timid in participating in social and political
debates (Costa de la Torre 1974a: 21).
The Multifaceted Posnansky
The multifaceted Posnansky wrote on Einstein, folklore,
sociology, politics, war, social reform, and was a ‘cultural
driving force’ in La Paz, where he was known as ‘Don
Arturo’ (Schávelzon 1996: 161). He was elected to the
city council in 1905 after living in La Paz for just two
years (Parker 1922: 232). A year later he brought the first
automobile in Bolivia, a 35-horsepower Stuttgart-built
Mercedes with a top speed of 120 kilometers (75 miles)
per hour, though at the time there were no roads in La
Paz on which a car could go that speed (Figure 13; Ponce
Sanginés 1994: 20–23). In the last years of his life, in the
United States, he designed and patented a machine harvesting quinoa, the currently fashionable Andean grain
(Schávelzon 1996: 351). He also began an ambitious reedition of Bertonio’s 1612 Aymara vocabulary (van den
Berg 2012: 27–28).
He was directly involved in the excavation, filming, and
photographing of the Bennett monolith as well as the
public debate about its transport to La Paz (Loza 2008).
The monolith was recovered during Bennett’s (1934) excavations, but Posnansky basked in his own romanticized
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descriptions of how he ‘dragged himself in the sludge to
lie underneath the monolith and, candle in hand, finished
removing the mud off the back of the sculpture with his
fingernails’ (Scarborough 2008: 1095). He led efforts to
protect the famous monolith, Tiwanaku’s largest stone
stelae (7.3 m in height), which was returned to Tiwanaku
in 2002 (Sammells 2012: 308).
He proposed a national park around Tiwanaku (Ponce
Sanginés 1994: 60–65; Posnansky 1937b), a detailed plan
that aimed to reconstruct parts of the past and foster tourism. He suggested moving entire towns to the park where
they could preserve and demonstrate their traditional ways
of life in shows and dances. While perhaps not out of place
for the time, today this has the sardonic ring of a human
zoo. He proposed surrounding the park with a barbedwire fence and patrols, a detail that conjures images of
a concentration camp, at least for Ponce Sanginés (1994:
62). However, the spirit of the farsighted proposal was to
preserve the archaeological site following the model of US
national parks (Posnansky 1937b). In 1945, Tiwanaku was
declared a national monument (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 61),
and currently, a guarded chain-link fence surrounds the
core of the archaeological site. He proposed other natural
reserves and was concerned with the disappearance of the
vicuña, in addition to more grandiose plans for a national
railway and a hydroelectric dam.
As an engineer and historian, he was member and president of countless organizations and institutions, notably the storied Geographic Society of Bolivia (Browman
2007; Costa Ardúz 2005). He started journals, won
prizes in Bolivia and abroad, and was the director of the
National Museum and Institute of Criminology. He continually made long journeys to conferences in South
America, North America, and Europe, usually as the head

Figure 13: Posnansky in his new car on the outskirts of La Paz, perhaps taken while traveling with Robinson Wright
(1907: 215).
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of the Bolivian delegation (Costa de la Torre 1974a: 20).
He founded the Archaeological Society of Bolivia in 1930,
four years before the United States’ Society for American
Archaeology was created (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 98–105).
This society played a significant role in the history of
archaeology in Bolivia (Browman 2007).
He was an avid photographer and even started a film
company while this industry was in its infancy (Ponce
Sanginés 1994: 53–56). His most notable film was the
1926 The Glory of the Race, now lost (Richards 2005:
199–202), which was an idealized reconstruction of the
destruction of Tiwanaku that recalls Posnansky’s active
imagination of the site and its inhabitants. Dancing along
the fuzzy line between fact and fiction, it was a vivid presentation of the passionate visions of an amateur archaeologist. His imagination seems to have been fueled by his
years of ethnographic work that saw modern groups as
unchanged for millennia (e.g. Posnansky 1934). The same
blurry line is echoed in the publications of Edmund Kiss,
with whom Posnansky worked closely (Gildner 2013:
107–108). Kiss was a Nazi architect and novelist taken by
Posnansky’s myth of Tiwanaku, World Ice Theory, Atlantis,
and Aryan migrations (Goodrick-Clarke 2002: 131–134).5
Kiss (1937: Figures 34–36) drafted fanciful reconstructions of Tiwanaku architecture populated by Aryans. His
novels closely followed racially-informed pseudo-archaeology (Pringle 2006; Gildner 2013) that was re-told and
popularized by Heyerdahl (1958; see Andersson 2010:
85–87), Von Däniken (1969), and Hancock (1995). These
authors, like Posnansky, were seriously wrong about the
facts, but all shared an imaginative spark that had a lasting
influence. I suspect that many archaeologists share this
spark in thinking about the past.
The Modern Relevance of Posnansky’s Story
When I first started doing archaeological research
in Bolivia, I was unaware of the lasting influence
of pioneers like Posnansky. During my dissertation
fieldwork (2005–2009), this became increasingly clear.
Posnansky was instrumental in organizing research
and acquiring permits for B
 ennett (1934), from the US,
who published the site’s first systematic excavation and
chronology. This may be why Bennett was not publicly
critical of Posnansky’s theories or methods, at least while
he was alive. Posnansky did the same favor for the Argentine Casanova (1937, 1942), who directed one of the site’s
most extensive excavations; it was never published in
detail (Kolata and Ponce Sanginés 2003: 24–25). These
expeditions relied directly on Posnansky’s helpful attitude
and political connections. Understanding the dominant
personalities and their politics can cast light on why some
theories were widely disseminated and others were not.
Posnansky did not train students but he did unknowingly
found an intellectual family tree. After Posnansky’s death,
Ponce Sanginés became the driving force in Bolivian
archaeology and owed him an unrecognized intellectual
debt (Stanish 2002: 175). Ponce Sanginés (1969) was
suspicious of foreign researchers and kept them out of
Bolivia for decades (Albarracín-Jordan 2007: 33–38) until
his landmark blessing of Tiwanaku’s largest project, led by
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Alan Kolata (2003) and Oswaldo Rivera in the 1980s and
1990s. Kolata’s most prolific student was John Janusek
(2004), who directed an extensive excavation at a nearby
site in the 2000s. I joined Janusek’s project and its cohort
of graduate students in 2005 and became linked to this
sequence of scholars and ideas. Then and now, archaeologists’ personal lives and politics are tightly tied to their
research and conclusions. They still hold a central place
in the modern matrix of scientific and popular ideas surrounding Tiwanaku, much of which traces directly back
to Posnansky.
The historical character of Posnansky belongs to a prominent coterie that has inspired the Hollywood-constructed
mystique of the adventurer-archaeologist, embodied
and popularized in Indiana Jones. I confess that my initial attraction to archaeology owed in no small part to
this mystique. The 1980s Indiana Jones character was
based on Harry Steele (played by Charlton Heston) from
the 1954 film Secret of the Incas, released shortly after
Posnansky’s death.6 These movie characters were inspired
by real pioneers and their charming penchant for the dazzling at the expense of the systematic (e.g. Heany 2010).7
Larger-than-life personalities seem to have been prerequisites for forays into unmapped regions, pushed onward
by an audacious drive to seek out the exotic and revel in
the prestige of reporting these discoveries in the US and
Europe. These historical and fictional figures continue to
impact undergraduate students, aspiring archaeologists,
and the public’s perception of the field and its findings.
Conclusion: An Outsized Legacy
Posnansky’s polarizing legacy continues to be relevant.
Because he was not a trained researcher, his ideas and
activism were even more intertwined with his passions and
changing times. His theories are obsolete but he cannot be
faulted for the fervor with which he brought Tiwanaku to
the world (Schávelzon 1996: 336). His wife Alicia said he
was ‘in love with the ruins of Tiwanaku, in which he found
his raison d’être’ and that his orderly routine involved waking up everyday at 4 a.m. to write (Ponce Sanginés 1994:
93). His contemporaries were roundly critical of his conclusions (see Sammells 2012: 308) but respected the zeal
of ‘Bolivia’s leading archaeologist’ (Steward 1946), a ‘man
of action’ devoted to defending Tiwanaku (Bennett 1948:
337). His legacy and his publications still have a central
place in the history of archaeology in Bolivia and archaeology at Tiwanaku. His ethnography of the Uru (Posnansky
1934) remains relevant to modern research (Saenz 2006).
His photographs (including early aerial photographs),
drawings, and maps are universally lauded as elegant,
elaborate, and accurate (e.g. Figure 14; see Bennett 1934:
368, 1948; Janusek 2004: 62–63; Steward 1946). These
are the primary source for documenting the state of
Tiwanaku in the early 1900s, in addition to Uhle’s photographs (Vranich 2010), prior to Ponce Sanginés’ ambitious
and questionable reconstructions that tourists visit today
(Browman 2005: 19; Protzen and Nair 2000). Modern
tourist guides still mention Posnansky’s discredited idea
that the monuments and engravings recorded calendars
or astronomical observations (Sammells 2012: 302). His
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Figure 14: Plan drawing of the Akapana hill in 1927, one of Tiwanaku’s principal monuments (Posnansky 1945, II:
Map VIII, Fig. 80).
efforts secured Tiwanaku’s place in the world spotlight,
a preliminary step to the site being declared a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 2000. This recognition and accompanying financial support would partly fulfill Posnansky’s
life-long goal of protecting the site.
Posnansky’s prolific publications touched on modern
research topics at Tiwanaku. For example, he worked on
reconstructions of changes in the level of Lake Titicaca
(Posnansky 1945, I: Chapter 3). He was concerned with
reconstructing the ancient climate and saw a close relationship between cultural collapse and climatic catastrophe. This topic and even his conclusion is echoed
by recent publications, though modern data are much
better. The possibility of widespread drought leading
to Tiwanaku’s collapse has been a point of debate (see
Binford et al. 1997; Calaway 2005; Erickson 1999; Kolata
et al. 2000; Ortloff and Kolata 1993). Archaeologists recognize his contributions, not least of all for stoking the
curiosity and imagination that can inspire systematic
research (Sammells 2012: 308–309).
Posnansky is comparable to other archaeological pioneers, though by some measures he has had a more sustained and enduring impact. As the undisputed czar of
Tiwanaku, he was singularly important for the first half
of the twentieth century. His interpretations were considered authoritative and he remained well-respected long
after his death. His opus remained the central publication on Bolivian archaeology for decades after his death,
including at Harvard in the 1960s (D. Browman, personal
communication 2018). ‘Posnansky week’ was held in La
Paz in 1973 on the one-hundredth anniversary of his birth
(Costa de la Torre 1974a) and his opus was re-published by
the Municipality of La Paz in 2012, a clear sign of sustained
interest and respect (Soruco 2012). Posnansky’s remains

are at the Mausoleum for the Heroes of the Acre in the
General Cemetery of La Paz, but ‘his soul surely rests at
Tiwanaku’ (Gracia 2014).
Notes
1
All quotations are my translations from the Spanish.
For the sake of readability, I use English glosses
for foreign-language institutions and publications.
The original names are in the bibliography.
2
I use the modern spelling ‘Tiwanaku’, though there
are various alternate spellings, for example, in the title
of Posnansky’s opus. The original versions are in the
bibliography.
3
Like Posnansky, Uhle was so fascinated by Tiwanaku
that he wrote about the site before ever visiting (Stübel
and Uhle 1892). He traveled to the site in 1894 but
failed to secure a permit to excavate (Ponce Sanginés
1994: 114; Vranich 2010: 63). Later, Uhle (1912)
attacked Posnansky’s chronology and for not citing his
own research.
4
Ponce Sanginés (1994: 90) explains how this wellknown publication, volumes I and II, became such
a bibliographic rarity. Posnansky paid the company
J.J. Augustin to print the book and had only about
one hundred copies sent to Bolivia. Posnansky died
the next year and eventually the company got rid
of the unclaimed copies. Volumes III and IV (a total
of 275 pages) were published posthumously in
1957 by the Ministry of Education in Bolivia, which
comprise high-quality color plates and photographs
and a bibliography (Ponce Sanginés 1994: 97).
Ponce Sanginés (1994: 90) noted that Carmelo Corzón
was enthusiastically working to re-publish Posnansky’s
opus with the La Paz publishing house Cima (run by
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5

6

7

Ponce Sanginés). After nearly seventy years, it was
finally re-published in 2012 by the Municipality of La
Paz (Soruco 2012).
Kiss successfully promoted these ideas within the Nazi
government (Goodrick-Clarke 2002: 133) and secured
funding for a very large research project to South
America, including Tiwanaku, but the expedition was
cancelled with the German invasion of Poland that
started World War II (Pringle 2006: 178–183).
The film can be seen online (http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=20TAGRElvfE). The costumes of Harry
Steel and Indiana Jones are very similar, not to mention
the story and a few specific sequences. According to
Wikipedia, this was the first time a major Hollywood
studio filmed at Machu Picchu and the film caused a
surge of tourism to Peru in 1954 (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Secret_of_the_Incas).
Thanks to my first archaeology professor, Douglas
Bamforth, for bringing this sparkling facade down to
earth by assigning a critique of Indiana Jones’ methods.
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